
Analyst Developer (m/w/d)

Munich Full-time employee ab sofort

About FNZ

FNZ is a global FinTech company dedicated to helping people achieve their financial goals. FNZ partners with the
world's leading financial institutions to help them offer optimal investment products to their end customers. FNZ
partners use FNZ platform technology to improve product selection & transparency and reduce costs. All of this
forms the basis for FNZ's tremendous growth story.

The FNZ offers cover a wide spectrum, from company pension plans to retail banking and business with (very)
wealthy customers. Currently, assets of more than one trillion USD are managed on FNZ platforms by several
million customers worldwide. More than 4,000 employees in the FNZ Group ensure the best possible cooperation
with some of the world's largest financial institutions. Today, over 100 financial service providers in the UK,
Europe, Asia, Australia and New Zealand rely on FNZ on a daily basis.  

 Your Tasks:

Analyse required system changes, design databases, write complex financial business logic and
create slick web applications
Working closely with analyst testers and other members of the project team to produce world
class software
Assist the analyst tester in the creation of user story definitions and acceptance criteria, and work
within the constraints of the feature/user story to define the underlying detail of the required
changes
Interpret complex financial business requirements, design and build the highly intuitive user
interface and interactive financial tools, and develop real-time transaction processing systems
Provide solutions and recommendations for the resolution of technical issues, help design and
build APIs and external system interfaces, adhere to the defined procedures for code
management, code reviews, coding standards, naming conventions and security standards
Write automated unit tests for any newly created code, and perform manual unit testing to ensure
any changes made to the system are of a high standard and the system hasn’t regressed
Keep abreast of latest and/or relevant technologies, tools and methods, identify adoption of
technology, tools and methods best suited to FNZ, proactively resolve technical (environmental,



coding and testing) issues, create novel solutions to problems by incorporating cutting edge
technology or generic concepts

 Your Qualifications:
Academic / Technical degree in Computer Science or equivalent education
Confident, and able to take initiative in a delivery-focused environment
Independent, self-directing working style and ability to learn quickly in a dynamic fast-paced
industry
Hard-working, innovative and take pride in your work
Passionate about creating innovative solutions for customers
Some experience with one or many programming languages and experience with Microsoft
development products (C#, ASP.NET is desired)

 We offer:

Modern office space with good transport connections in Munich and the possibility to work
remotely
Be part of a highly successful, rapidly growing, global business that is leading the delivery of
financial services via cloud computing and partners with some of the world’s largest companies
Significant financial rewards for high performing individuals
Global career opportunities for our best employees at any of our offices in the UK, Czech Republic,
Germany, Australia, New Zealand or China

Interested in working at FNZ?

apply now

Find out more about FNZ
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